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The steady, convective two-dimensional nanofluid flow has been investigated under the influence of radiation absorption
and chemical reaction through a porous medium. The flow has been caused by a non-linear stretching sheet with the slip
effects of the velocity, the temperature and the nanoparticle concentration. The fluid is electrically conducted in the presence
of an applied magnetic field. Appropriate transformations reduce the non-linear partial differential system to an ordinary
differential system. The convergent solutions of the governing non-linear problems have been computed using fifth-orderRunge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration scheme. The results of the velocity, the temperature, and the concentration fields have
been calculated in series forms. The effects of the different parameters on the velocity, the temperature, and the
concentration profiles are shown and analyzed. The skin friction coefficient, the Nusselt and the Sherwood numbers have
also been computed and investigated for different embedded parameters in the problem statement.
Keywords: Nanofluid, Non-linear stretching sheet, Slip effect, Radiation absorption,Chemical reaction

1 Introduction
The vital heat transfer limitation of conventional
fluids, such as water, oil, ethylene glycol, over
metallic and non-metallic materials has led to the
innovation of improvement in the enhancement of
heat transfer by combining together a homogeneous
mixture of nano-scale particles (1-100 nm) and base
fluids, which was coined as nanofluids by Choi1. The
thermal radiation interaction with nanofluid flow is
very important for various industrial and engineering
applications because of the manner in which radiant
emission depends on temperature and nanoparticles
volume fraction (Brewster)2. The imperative foundation
of a nanofluid is an agglomerate stable suspension for
extended durations without triggering chemical
changes in the base fluid. This can be accomplished
by limiting the density amongst solids and fluids or
by expanding the viscosity of the liquid explained
by Kuznetsov and Nield3. Specially, the heat
transfer coefficient intensifies to act to go beyond the
mere thermal-conductivity effect, and cannot be
predicted by Dittus-Boelter’s traditional purefluid. Buongiorno4 recommended a model for better
understanding of the heat transfer augmentation with
asymmetrical convective nanofluids and removed the
flaws of the dispersion and homogenous models. He
——————
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also studied seven slip systems, including Brownian
diffusion, inertia, thermophoresis, diffusion-phoresis,
magnus and gravity. He proved with his observations
that only Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis are
predominant slip mechanisms in nanofluids. Many
investigators, Khan and Pop5, Gorder et al.6, Hassan
et al.7, Akyildiz8, Rana and Bhargava9 explored the
boundary layer flow and heat transfer of nanofluid
past non-linear stretching sheet by assuming the
increase in nanofluids thermal conductivity abnormally
and brownian motions of the nanoparticles inside
the base fluids employing various mathematical
and numerical modelling techniques. The flow of
nanoparticles over a non-linear permeable stretching
sheet with partial slip has been studied by Kalidas
Das10, Sreedeviet al.11,12 Makinde and Animasaun13
have studied the radiant emission which depends on
temperature and nanoparticles volume fraction
past linear stretching sheet. Sreedevi et al.14,15 have
numerically analysed the heat and mass transfer of
nanofluid flow past both linear and non-linear
stretching sheets with thermal radiation and chemical
reaction by employing Galerkin finite element
method. Jahan et al.16 have observed that the
Brownian motion effect becomes negligible and the
local Nusselt number is almost independent of the
Brownian motion while heat transfer reduces with
Lewis number and thermophoresis parameter. Reddy
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et al.17 have observed the effects of magnetic field,
chemical reaction in presence of suction/ injection
on MHD boundary layer flow of nanofluids and
heat transfer over a non-linear stretching sheet by
employing Keller box method.
The study of magnetohydrodynamic mixed convection
nanofluid flow over a non-linear stretching sheet
is significant for many applications in the field of
chemical engineering (polymer technology, glass
fiber production, paper production, manufacturing of
plastic, rubber sheets, manufacture of foods, liquid
films in condensation process) and metallurgical
processes (metal and non-metallic extrusion procedure,
drawing of plastic films and wires and crystal
growing). Sakiadis18 has investigated the flow of
laminar boundary layer function on a moving
continuous flat surface by two methods. Crane19
considered in his work, the boundary layer flow near
a stagnation point in which the main velocity in the
outer flow is proportional to the distance from the
stagnation point. Schlichting20, Grubka and Bobba21,
Cortell22, Ishak et al.23, Wang24 and Abbasbandy et
al.25 have explored the heat transfer and boundary
layer flow past unsteady/continuous moving
permeable stretching sheet with variable temperature
and surface slip. Noghrehabadi et al.26 studied the
partial slip. The magnetohydrodynamic mixed
convective flow over a permeable non-isothermal
wedge has been studied by Prasad et al.27 Further,
Goyal and Bhargava28, Cortell29, Sheikholeslami
et al.30, Khalili et al.31 have extended their study on
boundary layer nanofluid flow and heat transfer past
non-linear stretching sheet in porous medium. Zaimi
et al.32 numerically studied the magneto hydrodynamic
flow, heat, and mass transfer of a nanofluid through a
porous medium over a non-linear stretching sheet
with slip conditions. Seth et al.33 analysed the effects
of viscous dissipation and thermal radiation on MHD
flow past a non-linear stretching surface. Hayat et
al.34 and Mabood et al.35 have discussed heat and
mass transfer phenomena on electrically incompressible
viscous, boundary layer flow of nanofluids past nonlinearly stretching surface with slip effects. Seth et
al.36 have observed the effect of Joule dissipation,
heat absorbing and radiating hydromagnetic fluid flow
over exponentially stretching surface with partial slip.
Motivated by the above investigations and possible
applications, this paper is devoted to examine the
convective nanofluid flow through a non-linear
permeable stretching sheet with partial slip in the

presence of radiation and chemical reaction. The
system of ordinary coupled equations is reduced into
simultaneous equations and these equations are solved
by using fifth order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration
scheme with automatic grid generation scheme which
ensures convergence at a faster rate. The effect of
several parametric values on the velocity, temperature,
nanoparticle concentration, heat and mass transfer
characteristics of the fluid flow are analysed.
2 Problem Formulation
Let us consider, the steady, convective, incompressible
two-dimensional boundary layer and heat and mass
transfer flow of electrically conducted nanofluid past
a non-linear stretching surface with combined effect
of radiation absorption and chemical reaction in a
porous medium. It is assumed that the x-axis is taken
along the stretching surface in the motion direction
and the y-axis is perpendicular to it. A transverse
n1

magnetic field H  H 0 x 2 acts in a transverse direction
to the flow. A Cartesian rectangular co-ordinate
system O (x, y) is considered with the plate in the
y-direction and x-axis normal to the boundary.
The sheet is located at y=0 and its leading edge is the
origin of the Cartesian coordinate system. The
external electric field assumed to be zero and the
magnetic Reynolds number is assumed to
be small. Hence, the induced magnetic field is
small compared with the external magnetic field. The
effects of the Brownian motion and thermophoresis
are presented. The boundary layer flow is governed
by the following equations:
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Following Hayat et al.34 the boundary conditions
for the velocity, temperature and nanoparticle
concentration are as follows:
w
T
.   0, T  Tw  
,
u  axn  
1 y
2 y
u  0,

T  T ,

C  C

C
, at y  0,
C  Cw  
3 y
as
y 

… (5)
In the above equations, u and v are the velocity
components along the x and y-directions. T, T∞, C,
C∞, n, ν, ρ, σ are the fluid temperature, the ambient
fluid temperature, the constant wall concentration,
the nanofluid concentration, power-law index, the
kinematic viscosity, the density, the electrical
conductivity
of
the
fluid,
respectively.
  (  C ) p / (  C ) f , DB, DT are the ratio of the
effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material to
the heat capacity of the fluid, Brownian diffusion
coefficient, thermophoretic diffusion coefficient,
  k / (  C p ) f is the thermal diffusivity, β1, β2,β3
are the slip constant, thermal slip parameter and
concentration slip parameter, respectively. η,  are the
similarity variable and local slip parameter. It is
assumed that the surface is stretched with velocity
u  ax n f ( n ) , where a>0 is a constant.Introducing the
following similarity transformations:
u  ax n f (n).   

a(n  1)
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Now, Eq. (1) is satisfied automatically and the
partial differential Eqs (2) and (5) are converted into
the non-linear, coupled and ordinary differential
equations after using Eq. (6) can be reduced as
follows:
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The important interested physical quantities in this
problem are the local skin-friction coefficient Cf, the
local Nusselt number Nu, and local Sherwood number
Sh, which are defined by:
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Local Skin friction

Cf 

w
uw2

It is clear that the wall shear stress will increase
with increasing x. The skin friction coefficient Cf
takes the form as:
C f (Rex )

1

2
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f ( 0 )
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… (11)

Local Nusselt number

xqw
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Nu 

… (9)

Using the above equation, the local Nusselt number
takes the form as:
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Simplifying the above equation, it takes the form as:
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Where,
w

y

paper. The value of  greatly depends also on the
set of the physical parameters, so that no numerical
oscillations would occur. During the computation, the
shooting error was controlled by keeping it to be less
than 10-6. Thus, the coupled non-linear boundary
value problem of third order in f, second order in θ
and  has been reduced to a system of nine
simultaneous equations of first-order for nine
unknowns as follows :
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x  is the local Reynolds number.

3 Numerical Procedures
The coupled ordinary differential Eqs (7-9) are
of third order in f and second order in θ and  which
have been reduced to a system of nine simultaneous
equations of first-order for nine unknowns. In order to
solve this system of equations numerically requires
nine initial conditions but two initial conditions
on f and one initial condition each on θ and  are
known. However, the values of f′, θ and  are known
at    . These three end conditions are utilized to
produce four unknown initial conditions at η=0 by
using shooting technique. The most crucial factor
of this scheme is to choose the appropriate finite value
of  . In order to estimate the value of   , start with
some initial guess value and solve the boundary value
problem consisting of Eqs (7–9) to obtain f″(0), θ′(0)
and ′(0). The solution process is repeated with
another large value of  until two successive values
of f″ (0), θ′ (0) and ′ (0) differ only after desired
significant digit. The last value of  is taken as the

final value of  for a particular set of physical
parameters for determining velocity components f′(η),
temperature θ(η) and concentration (η) in the
boundary layer. After knowing all the nine initial
conditions, the system of simultaneous equations are
solved. For faster convergence of the equations, fifth
order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration scheme with
automatic grid generation is adopted in the present
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The prime differentiation with respect to η and the
boundary conditions become as:
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…(18)
Since, f3 (0), f5 (0), f7 (0) are not prescribed so, to
start with the initial approximations as f3 (0) =s10, f5
(0) =s20, f7 (0) =s30. Let γ1, γ2, γ3 be the correct values
of f3 (0), f5 (0) and f7 (0), respectively. The resultant
system of nine ordinary differential equations is
integrated using fifth order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
method and denote the values of f3, f5, f7 at    by
f3 (s10, s20, s30, s40),f5(s10, s20, s30, s40,  ), f7(s10, s20, s30,

s40,  ), respectively. Since, f3, f5,f7 at    are
clearly function of γ1, γ2, γ3 they are expanded in
Taylor series around γ1 – s10, γ2 – s20, γ3 – s30,
respectively by retaining only the linear terms. The
use of difference quotients is made for the derivatives
appeared in these Taylor series expansions. Thus,
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after solving the system of Taylor series expansions
for δγ1= γ1 – s10, δγ2 = γ2 – s20, δγ3= γ3 – s30, the new
estimates s11=s10+δs10, s21= s20+δs20, s31=s30+δs30. Next
the entire process is repeated starting with f1 (0), f2
(0), s11, f4 (0), s21, s31 as initial conditions. Iteration of
the whole outlined process is repeated with the latest
estimates of γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 until prescribed boundary
conditions are satisfied. Finally, s1n=s1(n-1)+ δ s1(n-1),
s2n=s2(n-1)+ δ s2(n-1) ,s3n=s3(n-1)+δ s3(n-1) and s4n=s4(n-1)+δ
s4(n-1) for n=1,2,3,... are obtained which seemed to be
the most desired approximate initial values of f3(0),
f5(0), f7(0) and in this way all the six initial conditions
are determined. Now it is possible to solve the
resultant system of seven simultaneous equations by
fifth order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration scheme
so that velocity, temperature fields and nanoparticle
volume fraction for a particular set of physical
parameters can easily be obtained. The results are
provided in several graphs.
4 Comparison
In the absence of Grashof number Gr, magnetic
effect M, chemical reaction effect kr, radiation
absorption Rd, heat source parameter Q, inverse
Darcy parameter D־¹ and buoyancy ratio Nr, the
results obtained herein are compared with Das10 and
Cortell29. Further, in the absence of Gr, Q, Kr, Rd,
D־¹, Nrfor different values of Nt, Nb, the results
obtained herein are compared with the rate of heat and
mass transfer coefficients with those of Goyal,
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Bhargava28 and Hayat34 for their nanofluid flow case.
The above comparisons are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2 and the results are found to be in excellent
agreement.
5 Results and Discussion
Numerical solutions to governing non-linear
coupled ordinary differential Eqs (14-17) with
boundary condition Eq. (18) have no closed-form
solution. Thus, these equations are solved numerically
using the Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg method with
shooting technique. Here the impact of buoyancy ratio
parameter Nr, radiation absorption Rd, chemical
reaction Kr and Prandtl number Pr on velocity,
temperature, concentration, skinfriction, Nusselt
number and Sherwood number are addressed through
the graphs Figs 2-11 with non-linear stretching
parameter n. Figures 2-7 represent the velocity,
temperature and nanoparticle concentration profiles
for various values of parameter. It is seen that all of
these figures satisfy the boundary conditions (Eq.18).
5.1 Velocity profiles

Figure 2 illustrates the impact of Nr and Rd
parameters. It can be seen from the profiles that the
boundary layer thickness and the velocity enhance
with increase in the values of Nr, Rd and n. This is
because, an increase in convection results in a growth
of thermal buoyancy force which is responsible for
higher velocity. Figure 3 represents the effect of
Kr and Pr on the velocity profile. An increase

Table 1 – Comparison of Nusselt number Nu for Gr=M=Kr=Rd=Q=D־¹=Nr=0, case with different Pr with Das10 and Cortell29.
Pr
0.71
1.71
3.71
6.2

Das10

Cortell29

Present results

Nu
0.678327
0.623256
0.603424
0.586724

Nu
0.654327
0.640373
0.629174
0.605424

Nu
0.667389
0.6243524
0.604334
0.5876032

Table 2 – Comparison of heat and mass transfer with Goyal and Bhargava28 for Gr=Kr=Rd=D־¹=Nr=0 and Hayat et al. 34 for Gr=Kr=
Q=Rd=D־¹=Nr=0 of their nanofluid flow case for different values of Nt, Nb.
Nt
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1

Nb
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5

Goyal and Bhargava28

Present results

Hayat et al.34

Present results

Nu

Sh

Nu

Sh

Nu

Sh

Nu

Sh

0.95243
0.69331
0.5201
0.32116
0.50565
0.25228
0.05429

2.12936
2.27404
2.52862
3.03519
2.38182
2.40995
2.38353

0.9525
0.6934
0.5201
0.3212
0.5057
0.2523
0.0543

2.1292
2.2742
2.5283
3.0351
2.3817
2.4099
2.3834

0.3556
0.3741
0.3643
0.3535
0.3476
0.3843
0.3556

0.2336
0.1983
0.1644
0.1564
0.1457
0.3072
0.3426

0.3556
0.3741
0.3643
0.3535
0.3476
0.3843
0.3556

0.2336
0.1983
0.1644
0.1564
0.1457
0.3072
0.3426
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in
generating/degenerating
chemical
reaction
parameter (Kr<0/ Kr>0) results an enhancement
of the fluid velocity in the entire fluid flow, which
results in an increment of the thickness of the
boundary layer.

5.2 Temperature profiles

Figure 4 depicts the effect of Nr and Rd on θ. With
an increase in the values of Nr, depreciation in the
temperature profiles is noticed. It leads to decrease in
the thickness of the thermal boundary layer with
increase in the higher values of Nr in the flow region,
whereas a reverse effect is noticed with an increase on
the values of Rd. Figure 5 represents the effect of Kr
and Pr on temperature profile. It can be seen from the
figure that a raise in the degenerating chemical
reaction parameter increases the temperature,
whereas, in the case of generating chemical reaction
the temperature lessens. The temperature increases
with the higher values of Pr in the boundary layer.
5.3 Nanoparticle concentration profiles

Fig. 1 – Sketch of the physical model.
Gr=4, Pr=6.2, M=0.5, D-1=0.1,
Kr=0.5, Le=1.3, Nt=0.1, Nb=0.1
Rd=0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5

The impact of buoyancy ratio parameter Nr,
radiation absorption Rd, chemical reaction Kr and
Prandtl number Pr on nanoparticle concentration
profiles φ are illustrated in Figs 6 and 7. Figure 6
illustrates the effect of Nr and Rd on φ. With increase
in the values of Nr, a diminution in the nanoparticle
Gr=4, Pr=6.2, M=0.5, D-1=0.1,
Kr=0.5, Le=1.3, Nt=0.1, Nb=0.1

Rd=0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5

Nr=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2

Nr=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2

Fig. 2 – Effect of buoyancy ratio parameter (Nr) and radiation
absorption (Rd) on f ′ (η).

Gr=4, M=0.5, D-1=0.1, Nr=1,
Rd=0.5, Le=1.3, Nt=0.1, Nb=0.1

Fig. 4 – Effect of buoyancy ratio parameter (Nr) and radiation
absorption (Rd) on θ(η).

Gr=4, M=0.5, D-1=0.1, Nr=1,
Rd=0.5, Le=1.3, Nt=0.1, Nb=0.1

Kr=-0.5, -1.5

Pr=0.71, 1.71, 3.71, 6.2

Pr=0.71, 1.71, 3.71, 6.2

Kr=0.5, 1.5,-0.5, -1.5

Fig. 3 – Effect of chemical reaction (Kr) and Prandtl number (Pr)
on f ′ (η).

Kr=0.5, 1.5

Fig. 5 – Effect of chemical reaction (Kr) and Prandtl number (Pr)
on θ (η).
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concentration on the boundary layer is noticed,
whereas a reversed effect is noticed in the case of Rd.
The effect of Kr and Pr is illustrated in Fig. 7. From
the figure, it can be explained that, a rise in the values
of degenerating chemical reaction (Kr>0) parameter,
the nanoparticle concentration reduces, whereas in
both the case of generating chemical reaction (Kr<0)
parameter the nanoparticle concentration enhances the
boundary layer thickness. It can also have noted that
the nanoparticle concentration enhances with higher
values of Pr.
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As displayed in Fig. 8, an increase in Nr and
Rd causes depreciation in the skin friction
variation coefficient. An enhancement in Nr and Rd,
dimensionless velocity on the momentum boundary

5.4 Skin friction, Nusselt number and Sherwood number

Figures 8-11 show the variations of the local skin
1
friction coefficient C f (Re x ) 2 , local Nusselt number
Nu  (Re x )

1

1

2 and

local

Sherwood

number

with different values of buoyancy ratio
parameter Nr, radiation absorption Rd chemical
reaction parameter Kr and Prandtl number Pr.
Sh  (Re x )

2

Fig. 8 – The variation of buoyancy ratio parameter (Nr) and
radiation absorption (Rd) with skin friction coefficient (Cf) for
Gr=4, M=0.5, Pr=6.2, Dˉ¹=0.1, Le=1.3, Nt=Nb=0.1, n=2.

Gr=4, Pr=6.2, M=0.5, D-1=0.1,
Kr=0.5, Le=1.3, Nt=0.1, Nb=0.1

Rd=0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5

Nr=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2

Fig. 6 – Effect of buoyancy ratio parameter (Nr) and radiation
absorption (Rd) on φ (η).

Fig. 9 – The variation of chemical reaction (Kr) with skin friction
coefficient (Cf) for Gr=4, M=0.5, Pr=6.2, Dˉ¹=0.1, Le=1.3,
Nt=Nb=0.1, Nr=1 Rd=0.5, n=2.

Gr=4, M=0.5, D-1=0.1, Nr=1,
Rd=0.5, Le=1.3, Nt=0.1, Nb=0.1

Pr=0.71, 1.71, 3.71, 6.2

Kr=0.5, 1.5,-0.5, -1.5

Fig. 7 – Effect of chemical reaction (Kr) and Prandtl number (Pr)
on φ (η).

Fig. 10 – The variation of buoyancy ratio parameter (Nr) and
radiation absorption (Rd) with Nusselt number (Nu), Sherwood
number (Sh) for Gr=4, M=0.5, Pr=6.2, Dˉ¹=0.1, Le=1.3,
Nt=Nb=0.1, n=2.
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Fig. 11 – The variation of chemical reaction (Kr) with Nusselt
number (Nu), Sherwood number (Sh) for Gr=4, M=0.5, Pr=6.2,
Dˉ¹=0.1, Le=1.3, Nt=Nb=0.1, Nr=1 Rd=0.5, n=2.

layer thickness gets enhanced on the surface of the
stretching sheet. From Fig. 9, it can be noticed that the
skin friction coefficient of the boundary layer reduces
on the surface of the stretching sheet with an increase
in the values of generating chemical reaction
parameter (Kr<0). Interestingly, the skin friction
coefficient increases with a rise in the values of
degenerating chemical reaction parameter (Kr>0) and
non-linear stretching sheet parameter n.
The variation of local Nusselt number Nu and
Sherwood number Sh can be observed with different
parametric values is illustrated in Fig. 10 and 11. The
rate of heat transfer increases with an increase in
Kr>0. This is due to the fact that the dimensionless
temperature in the thermal boundary layer increases
with an increase in Kr>0, non-linear stretching sheet
parameter n in the presence of M, as a result the
thickness of the thermal boundary layer becomes
thicker on the stretching surface. The rate of heat
transfer reduces with higher values of Nr, Rd
and Kr<0 in the presence of M with non-linear
stretching sheet parameter n. In the presence of M, the
dimensionless temperature and the thermal boundary
layer become thinner on the stretching sheet surface.
Interestingly, from the profiles, Sh increases with an
increase in the values of Nr and Kr>0. An increase in
the values of Pr, Rd and Kr<0, the local Sherwood
number reduces on the stretching surface. It is known
that magnetic field reduces the flow of nanoparticle
concentration within the boundary layer with increase
in the values of Pr and Rd, which results into lesser
mass transfer on the surface of the stretching sheet.
6 Conclusions
The steady, convective MHD two-dimensional
boundary layer nanofluid flow past a non-linear

stretching sheet is studied theoretically under the
influence of radiation absorption and chemical
reaction through porous medium. The effects of
buoyancy ratio parameter Nr, radiation absorption Rd,
chemical reaction Kr are analysed on the flow and
heat and mass transfer characteristics with partial slip.
The governing non-linear coupled boundary layer
equations are solved using fifth order Runge-KuttaFehlberg method. The results show a significant effect
of Grashof number, Hartmann number on the velocity
and nanoparticle concentration distributions. The
velocity and nanoparticle concentration increase on
the surface of the stretching sheet due to the effect of
the Lorentz force. The temperature and concentration
distributions are augmenting with higher values of
Rd, Nr and diminishing with Kr. However, the rate of
heat transfer diminishes with larger values of Rd, Kr,
Nr. The mass transfer increases with the higher values
of Nr and Kr>0, whereas less mass transfer occurs
due to the higher values of Pr, Rd and more mass
transfer takes place with Kr<0. The skin friction
coefficient enlarges with the higher values of Prand
Kr>0, whereas a reverse effect is noted for higher
values of Nr and Kr<0. It can be concluded that the
values of temperature and nanoparticle concentration
profiles in this work are much higher than those arose
in the linear stretching sheet. By introducing varying
proportions of temperatures between the surface and
the nanofluid, a significant effect is noticed on the
heat transfer characteristics and mass transfer distributions
in the flow regions over a non-linear stretching sheet.
This study is relevant to electromagnetic nanomaterial
manufacturing processes and also high heat exchanging
chemical engineering systems utilising magnetized
nanofluids.
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